Flexible rule-based behavior is an integral component of our daily lives. Rule 8 dependent changes in the activity and functional connectivity of neurons in the 9 frontoparietal network may underlie this flexibility. To test this idea, we simultaneously 10 recorded neural activity from multiple areas in prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices of 11 macaque monkeys while they performed a delayed match-to-sample task involving a 12 non-instructed switch between location and identity matching rules. Our analysis 13 revealed rule-dependent differences in firing rates during all phases of the task and 14 marked task-dependent increases in spike count correlations with only weak differences 15 between rules. These effects were widespread with a high incidence occurring within and 16 between the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the lateral intraparietal area and area PG. We 17 conclude that rule based visual working memory is associated with widespread 18 modifications in excitability and functional connectivity across the frontoparietal 19 network. 20
Daily life requires the continuous integration of sensory information with internally 23 generated plans to complete a nearly constant stream of goal-oriented behaviors. Often, 24 environmental information must be used in different ways depending on context, 25 requiring the generation of internal guidelines, or 'rules of the game' (Miller, 2000) . 26
Once formed, these rules, representing stable relationships between context and behavior, 27 can be deployed at will. Deficits in the flexible deployment of behavioral rules have been 28
repeatedly found in individuals suffering from certain psychiatric illnesses, such as 29 schizophrenia (Lesh et al., 2011) , which makes understanding the mechanisms 30 underlying rule guided behavior a high priority. Here, we analyzed the neuronal activity (firing rates) and functional connectivity 43
(trial-to-trial spike count correlations) within and between areas of the prefrontal and 44 posterior parietal cortices from monkeys performing a rule-based, delayed match-to-45 the fronto-parietal network? 2) How does the incidence, magnitude, task, and rule 48 dependence of correlated firing vary across the fronto-parietal network? 49
50

MATERIALS AND METHODS 51
Behavioral Paradigm and Performance Criterion 52
The task consisted of an oculomotor delayed match-to-sample task involving a non-53 instructed rule switch (Salazar et al., 2012) (Fig. 1a) . Briefly, the monkeys (Macacca 54 mulatta) had to fixate a central dot while a sample object was presented at one out of 55 three possible locations. After a random delay (800 to 1200 ms), a match stimulus, 56 consisting of two objects (target and distractor), was presented at two of the three 57 possible locations. Correct responses required a saccade to the object matching either the 58 identity (identity rule) or location (location rule) of the sample object. Behavioral 59 performance was calculated using a 100 trial sliding window with a 1 trial step (Fig.  60 1b,c). After 300 consecutive windows were above 80%, the rule in effect was changed 61 without cueing the animal. Special care was taken to alternate the daily order of the 62 starting rule to balance the sequence of the task. Several switches between rules could 63 occur each day, but most often a single successful switch was observed. Typically, the 64 behavioral criterion on the 1 st rule was reached within 300-500 trials. 65
The animal's performance would often fluctuate throughout recording sessions, and 66 would dip during rule switches. In order to ensure that we only analyzed data during time 67 periods when the animal's performance was stable, we implemented several procedures 68 6 considered to have a different firing rate between the two rules, referred to as rule-115 selective unit, if at least two time bins were significant (p < 0.026 with Bonferroni 116 correction) during the sample-aligned time series (1800 ms) or at least one time bin 117 during the match-aligned time series (800 ms). Rule preference was simply assigned to 118 the rule with the higher firing rate. 119 120
Spike-Count Correlation Analyses 121
Spike count correlations (r sc ) were calculated by finding the Pearson correlation 122 coefficient between spike counts across trials. Practically, we applied the MATLAB 123 function "corrcoef" to the numbers of spikes of two units (i and j). This function uses the 124 covariance C and the following formula: 125
This quantity has also been referred to as the noise correlation calculated directly from 127 spike counts (Bair et al. 2001) . To control for different experimental conditions (e.g. 128 stimulus location/identity, behavioral rule), we normalized each r sc value by subtracting 129 its mean. To test for significance and to control for the influence of firing rate on these 130 correlations, we created a surrogate population by randomizing the trial sequence (500 131 iterations). Because the number of iterations limits the lowest accessible p-value and 132 because the calculations are CPU-time consuming, we used a fitting method to estimate 133 lower p-values. We fit a generalized extreme value distribution (GEV) to the probability 134 density function of the surrogate distribution ( Figure S1 ). The GEV distribution served as 135 a look up table for p-values. In this way, we were able to estimate p-values beyond those7 available from the surrogate distribution alone. We chose a two-sided false discovery rate 137 of .01 (negative and positive correlations). These criteria were applied to four 500 ms 138 epochs for each rule. These epochs included the period prior to sample onset (pre-139 sample), the full duration of the sample period (sample), the early delay immediately 140 following the offset of the sample (delay 1), and the late delay prior to match onset (delay 141 2). A pair of units was considered as having significant correlated firing if the correlation 142 coefficient was significant in at least one of the four epochs on one of the rules. 143
144
Coherence Analysis 145
To evaluate the correlations between pairs of units as a function of frequency, we 146 calculated the spectral coherence between spike trains using a point-process multi-taper 147 analysis (Mitra and Pesaran, 1999) Because the spectral resolution depends on the number of spikes, it was necessary to 153 interpolate the spectra at 1 Hz, using a linear estimation to combine the results from 154 different pairs of units. 155
156
RESULTS
157
We recorded neuronal activity simultaneously from multiple prefrontal and posterior 158 parietal areas of two monkeys (Monkeys A and B) while they performed an oculomotor,8 delayed match-to-sample task incorporating a non-instructed switch between location-160 and identity-matching rules (Fig. 1a) . Correct responses required the animal to make a 161 saccade, after a variable delay period (800 -1200ms), to the object matching either the 162 identity (identity rule) or location (location rule) of the sample stimulus. Importantly, the 163 visual information was the same for both rules, thus we could assess the influence of 164 endogenous processes on neuronal activity. Trials for each rule were presented in blocks 165 and the matching rule was switched without cueing the animal after criterion performance 166 was reached (>80% correct responses for 300 trials). Monkeys A and B successfully 167 switched between the two rules in 23 and 34 daily sessions, respectively. Figure 1b and 168 1c show, respectively, the average behavioral performance for the two animals during a 169 rule switch and prior to reaching stable performance on the second rule. To ensure an 170 accurate estimate of spike-count correlations, only units (multi-or single-unit) having an 171 average firing rate above 2 Hz during the memory delay of both matching rules were 172 included in this analysis (Fig. S2) . Also, only cortical areas with at least 15 units that 173 passed the firing rate criteria were considered in this study. Using these criteria, a total of 174 302 units (277 multi-units and 25 single-units were pooled together and referred to as 175 units; 17% of these units originated from Monkey A and 14%/69% from Monkey B 176 during acute/chronic recordings) from three prefrontal areas (8AD, 8B and dPFC) and 177 four posterior parietal areas (PE, PEC, LIP and PG), were used in this study (see 178
Materials and Methods for details). During semi-chronic recordings in Monkey B, not all 179
electrodes were moved between sessions; subsequently, 36% of the units and 18% of the 180 pairs of units were recorded from electrodes at the same sites. To determine the rule dependence of neuronal responses, we calculated the firing rate 186 of units on correct trials (across all stimuli) during periods of stable behavioral 187 performance and then tested for time-dependent differences in firing rate between the 188 identity-and the location-matching rules. We found rule-dependent differences during 189 the memory delay and all other periods of the task ( (false discovery rate < 0.01, two-sided, shuffled surrogates) during either rule as 224 functionally connected units. This analysis revealed that 24% of the pairs of units were 225 positively correlated (Fig. 2 in red) and 10% were negatively correlated (Fig. 2 in green) , following analyses on them. During the sample, delay 1 and delay 2 epochs, the 230 incidence of significant positive correlations increased, respectively, by 150%, 154% and 231 140% compared to the pre-sample epoch. These increases were not due to changes in 232
238
To determine the influence of the matching rule on functional connections, we used 239 two different approaches: one at the population level and one at the pairwise level. First, 240
we tested whether the distribution of differences in r sc between the two rules (IDE r sc -241 LOC r sc ) differed from zero ( Fig. 3a-d) . As Figure 3 illustrates, most of the distributions 242 were centered near zero, except for a slight but significant positive bias during delay 2 243 (p<0.005; sign test; Fig. 3d ), indicating higher functional connectivity during the identity 244 rule. In our second approach, we tested whether each functionally connected pair of units 245 displayed a significant difference in r sc between the two rules. The occurrence of 246 significant differences (false discovery rate < 0.05, shuffled surrogates) were 0.9%, 0.8%, 247
1.0% and 1.1% for the pre-sample, sample, delay 1 and delay 2 epochs, respectively. Because r sc is known to be sensitive to variations in firing rate (for a review see 252
Cohen & Kohn, 2011), we compared the differences in r sc to the differences in the 253 geometric means of the firing rates between the two rules. This analysis revealed no 254 relationship in any of the four epochs (Fig. S3) , indicating that the result in Figure 3d is 255 not readily accounted for by changes in firing rates. 256
To determine the anatomical distribution of functional connectivity during the task, 257
we calculated the incidence of functionally connected units for each pair of cortical areas 258 (Fig. 4) . This revealed a widespread, but non-uniform, distribution of functional 259 interactions among the areas sampled. The highest incidence occurred between units in 260 the same cortical area (PE-PE, dPFC-dPFC, PEC-PEC). While the highest incidence of 261 long-range prefrontal to posterior parietal functionally connected units occurred in PG-262 dPFC and LIP-dPFC. In general, we find a high incidence of dPFC-PG-LIP functional 263 interactions (Fig. 4, black bars) , similar to the results from the firing rate analysis. found that correlated activity largely occurred at frequencies below 7 Hz. The highest 277 incidence of significant coherence (p<0.01) occurred during delay 2 (Fig. 5) . This result 278 was still present even if the pairs of neurons were stratified with respect to their firing 279 rates (Fig. S4) . Altogether, this indicates that coherent spiking activity was enhanced in 280 functionally connected units during the late phase of the memory delay. During a delayed match-to-sample task involving a non-instructed switch between a 286 location-and an identity-matching rule, many prefrontal and parietal units displayed rule 287 selective activity throughout the task, even before the presentation of the sample 288 stimulus. These rule-selective responses were most prevalent in the dorsal prefrontal 289 cortex (dPFC) and in areas lateral to and within the lateral bank of the intra-parietal 290 sulcus (PG and LIP). Positive spike count correlations between units were common, 291 elevated with respect to the pre-sample period, and occurred primarily at low frequencies 292 (< 7 Hz). Furthermore, these correlations were very prominent within dPFC and between 293 dPFC and areas PG and LIP. Rule-selective functional connectivity was observed at the 294 population level during the second half of the working memory delay (Fig. 3) , but the 295 incidence of individual pairs with significant rule-selectivity was low (< 5%) during all 296 periods of the task. we extend this finding by showing that parietal areas also display rule specific activity 312 prior to the sample stimulus. In fact, area PG showed a higher incidence of rule 313 selectivity than dPFC (Fig. 1f) . 314
It is well known that the responses of units to the repeated presentation of the same 315 stimulus are highly variable. Population coding models consider this variability to be due 316 to internal noise (Pouget et al., 2000) . Across units, co-fluctuations in firing rates from 317 trial-to-trial are thought to originate from common input and are similarly termed noise 318 correlations (referred to as spike-count correlations in the current study). Under the 319 population-coding model, changes in correlation affect the amount of information 320 . 335
Finally, we tested if rule guided working memory processes are correlated with 336 changes in the functional connectivity between units. Based on the results from the firing 337 rate analysis, we expected to find rule-dependent differences in r sc during all periods of 338 the task. However, we found only weak evidence for rule-dependent differences in the 339 population and pair-wise analyses. At the population level, we found a slight but 340 significant shift in magnitude toward the identity rule during the late delay period (Fig.  341   3) . At the pairwise level, only a small percentage of unit pairs (< 5%) displayed changes 342 in correlation magnitude with respect to the two rules. Altogether, these results suggest 343 that changes in functional connectivity, as measured by spike count correlations, 344 contribute only weakly to rule guided behavior. 345
There are several methodological considerations to take into account before 346 interpreting spike-count correlations. First, spike-count correlations are sensitive to 347 changes in firing rates. We show in Figure S3 that In conclusion, a convergence occurred in our data with respect to the areas showing 360 the highest percentages of task and rule specificity (dPFC, PG, and LIP), supporting the 361 previously mentioned evidence that dPFC and areas lateral to and within the lateral bank 362 of the intraparietal sulcus play a major role in both working memory and rule-guided 363 behavior. However, we also demonstrate that several areas, not previously considered 364 under these conditions, also exhibit task and rule related changes in activity. These 365 findings suggest that rule guided visual working memory is supported by several 366 functionally connected areas that are widely distributed across the brain. 
